Electric Power Systems

“At Electric Power Systems, we are committed to promoting a culture of safety within our organization and alongside all of our clients,” said Alyssa, a network engineer. That includes protecting data, computer networks, industrial systems and customers with multilayered IT security. Electric Power Systems must also meet multiple security and privacy compliance requirements.

The IT team needed a solution that offered both exceptional protection and a streamlined interface that didn’t distract end users. “We need products that are well-structured and facilitate compliance and efficiency,” Alyssa added.

THE CUSTOMER
Electric Power Systems is a NETA-certified independent electrical testing and engineering organization with about 550 employees. The company, which has locations nationwide, specializes in commissioning, start-up and maintenance testing for utility, industrial, transit, data centers and commercial facilities. Services include testing and maintenance, installation and repair services, and system design.

THE CHALLENGE

WE chose ESET from recommendations and reviews of the products that were provided. We installed ESET manually on all company computers and pushed out the policies once it was installed. The administrator console (ESET Remote Administrator) has provided us a way to make sure computers are fully protected and gives us the ability to push out specific policies.”

THE RESULTS

“The main advantage is the reliability, knowing that ESET can protect against unwanted viruses and malware. ESET solutions provide a safeguard for us to ensure all our computers and servers are protected with reliable support and competency.

ESET® Case Study
About ESET: Since 1987, ESET® has been developing award-winning security software that now helps over 100 million users to Enjoy Safer Technology. Its broad security product portfolio covers all popular platforms and provides businesses and consumers around the world with the perfect balance of performance and proactive protection. The company has a global sales network covering 180 countries, and regional offices in Bratislava, San Diego, Singapore and Buenos Aires.

www.eset.com